ePro Computer Solution Example of Marketing Website and SEO
Below you can see how even one company is doing with our new website. They already had a
comprehensive website. Our .NET site is outranking his original, older site, but keep in mind, it’s best to
add another site, as your older site has AGE to it and Google likes that for ranking. In this case, the .NET
marketing website we put together quickly is outranking the .COM older site.
What is SEO? It’s called Search Engine Optimization and some people get PhD’s in this marketing area.
It is not simple. We can help you have a nice marketing website starting at $50 a month, cancel anytime!

This is a new marketing website we put up less than one year! It’s doing better their aged old one below:

The domain with the .NET has more significance now globally and that affects locally. The old domain is
still doing well with Google but the new html5/css3 site we designed is doing better!

Google themselves are:











The ability to edit your own site, if you wish under the ePro umbrella.
The ability to have me do some changes/additions for you.
The ability for people to see mobile nicely on your .NET and a link to your old site.
At least a $2,000 value of me designing your site based on your previous site and with new
features like uploading customer documents.
Not a cookie cutter, but an html5/css3 site with ePro’s capability of being PHP and MySQL
database certified and whatever you need, we have a solution.
No contract plan… our lowest is $50 a month up to $200 a month for your service. The $200 a
month includes blogging, Google Plus, Social Media, backlinks, blogging, and mass emailing.
ePro cares about keeping you “White Hat, not Black Hat.” We’re here 24/7 when you need us!
We offer Video and graphic capabilities, Nikon 24 megapixel cameras, 3rd party support video, if
needed, and the ability to put documents on the Internet, PDF’s, brochures, and print media.
For higher SEO with intensive local media, we have partners that start at $500 a month. At this
point, ePro does a $100 a month service for you. That gives you the benefit of two companies.
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